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Dynamics of filament formation in a Kerr medium
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We have studied the large-scale beam breakup and filamentation of femtosecond pulses in a Kerr medium.
We have experimentally monitored the formation of stable light filaments, conical emission, and interactions
between filaments. Three major stages lead to the formation of stable light filaments: First the beam breaks up
into a pattern of connected lines sconstellationd, then filaments form on the constellations, and finally the
filaments release a fraction of their energy through conical emission. We observed a phase transition to a faster
filamentation rate at the onset of conical emission. We attribute this to the interaction of conical emissions with
the constellation which creates additional filaments. Numerical simulations show good agreement with the
experimental results.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.71.063811 PACS numberssd: 42.65.Jx, 42.65.Tg, 89.75.Kd
I. INTRODUCTION
The formation of optical filaments when high-power laser
pulses propagate in Kerr media has generated widespread
interest since the phenomenon was first observed f1–3g.
When the laser power is much higher than the critical power
for self-focusing, an initially uniform beam breaks up into
small filaments f4,5g. Recently, the breakup of high-power
femtosecond pulses in air into multiple filaments was re-
ported f6g. The formation of small-scale filaments has also
been observed in glass f7g. Here we present an extensive
study of large-scale beam filamentation of femtosecond
pulses in carbon disulfide sCS2d. The spatial evolution of the
beam was studied as a function of propagation distance and
energy. We have observed three phases leading to the forma-
tion of steady-state filaments ssolitary waves f8,9gd. The
three stages are constellation formation, filamentation, and
conical emission. The mechanism for beam breakup is
modulation instability of spatial modes f10,11g. It has been
shown that for multiple filamentation, the power trapped in
each filament is constant and does not depend on the power
of the input beam f4,10g. Thus, the number of filaments is
expected to increase linearly with input power.
We have observed a phase transition in the rate of fila-
ment formation with input power which we attribute to the
observed conical emissions from individual filaments. We
have observed such conical emissions from individual fila-
ments in CS2 lasting less than 2 ps typically when the fila-
ments first approach their minimum diameter. The result is
that a fraction of the energy trapped in the filament is re-
leased, while the central component continues to propagate
with a broadened spectrum. Conical emissions similar to the
ones we have observed were theoretically predicted by
Luther et al. f12g. It is believed that conical emissions are
also tied to temporal pulse splitting and spectral broadening
f13–15g since they occur shortly after the filament nears col-
lapse to a very small area. Conical emissions from individual
filaments of a different physical origin were experimentally
measured for nanosecond pulses propagating through atomic
vapors f16g and femtosecond pulses propagating in air
f17,18g. In the experiment we describe in this paper, we were
able to generate and track a large number of filaments
s.100d. This allowed us to measure the statistics of conical
emissions and capture filament interactions such as spatial
splitting and fusion f19–22g. Our experimental results are
complemented with computer simulations of the spatial evo-
lution of the beam and the propagation of single self-trapped
filaments.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 1. The Ti:sapphire amplified laser system generates
150-fs pulses with a central wavelength of 800 nm at a rep-
etition rate of 10 Hz. The maximum pulse energy was 2 mJ,
with a shot-to-shot variation of 3%. The duration of the
pulses is kept constant throughout the experiments, while the
energy is adjusted as indicated. The beam profile was ap-
proximately Gaussian with a 5 mm full width at half maxi-
mum sFWHMd. CS2 was chosen as the nonlinear material
because of its strong Kerr nonlinearity. A value of n2=3
310−15 cm2/W has previously been measured in CS2 using
femtosecond pulses f23g. A glass cuvette with a 10 mm path
length is filled with CS2. The nonlinear pulse propagation
was monitored by imaging the beam profile for different in-
put pulse energies and different propagation lengths.
FIG. 1. Experimental setup. A femtosecond pulse traverses a
glass cell filled with carbon disulfide. The beam profile at the output
of the cell is imaged on a CCD camera. A magnet inside the cell is
moved to adjust the liquid level, which determines the propagation
distance.
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The laser beam is redirected so that it propagates down-
ward and into the glass cell. The liquid level in the cuvette
determines the propagation length. A pair of magnets is used
to adjust the liquid level in situ. One of the magnets lies
inside the cell and can be controlled by moving the second
magnet outside. The liquid level was adjusted from
5.5 to 8 mm by submerging or lifting the inside magnet,
with a minimum step size of 0.25 mm. It is very important to
change the propagation length in situ as any changes in the
beam profile or position of the cell can lead to different fila-
mentation patterns. With our setup we are able to repeatedly
generate the same patterns and identify and follow the propa-
gation of individual filaments. The beam profile that forms at
the bottom of the cell is imaged onto a high-resolution
charge-coupled device sCCDd camera sApogee AP32ME,
218431472 pixels, pixel size 6.8 mmd. The image is mag-
nified by a factor of 5 using a 53 microscope objective
snumerical aperture 0.1, focal length 25.4 mmd. The light is
attenuated by a factor of 4310−5 using a neutral density
filter in front of the camera. The camera is triggered by the
laser and each image is obtained with a single laser pulse.
III. CONSTELLATION FORMATION
AND FILAMENTATION
A. Experimental results
As the beam propagates in the nonlinear medium we ob-
served an initial formation of a pattern of connected lines
sconstellationd. As the pulse propagates further, filaments
form on the constellation. Figure 2sad shows a picture of the
input beam profile. Figure 2sbd shows the beam profile for a
0.78-mJ pulse after traversing 10 mm of CS2. Figures 2scd
and 2sdd show the two-dimensional s2Dd Fourier transforms
of the beam profile before and after the nonlinear interaction
sthe central component was blocked for visual clarityd. The
ring observed in the Fourier plane is due to the self-phase-
modulation of an extended beam propagating in a xs3d me-
dium. The light is redirected preferentially in a particular
direction, due to the phase-matching condition necessary for
efficient scattering. We will discuss this in detail in the fol-
lowing section.
Once the constellation is formed it remains stable as the
beam continues to propagate swithin our observation ranged,
except for the appearance of an increasing number of bright
spots sfilamentsd. The width of the stripes in the constellation
decreases until it reaches a minimum size of 15–20 mm,
after which the width remains constant and the constellation
continues to breakup into filaments. The constellation re-
mains unchanged as the pulse energy is increased from
0.5 to 1.1 mJ. The only change we observed with increased
pulse energy is the formation of additional filaments. The
constellation pattern is very sensitive to the input beam pro-
file. For example, the beam can be induced to form a con-
stellation in a specified pattern. Figures 2sed and 2sfd show
the beam profile before and after the nonlinear propagation
for a beam that was passed through a circular aperture to
generate diffraction rings. After traversing the CS2 cell the
beam breaks up in a circular pattern resembling that of the
input beam.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the beam with propaga-
tion distance for four different energy levels f0.70 sad, 0.86
sbd, 1.0 scd, and 1.1 mJ sddg. A fraction of the output beam
profile s0.530.5 mm2d is shown for propagation distances of
5.5, 6.3, 7.2, and 8.0 mm. The input beam profile fFig. 4sadg
is kept constant throughout the experiment. The number of
filaments is seen to increase with both energy and propaga-
tion distance, while the constellation remains fixed. Most of
the filaments are stable and once they are formed they sur-
vive as the propagation length or energy is increased swithin
the limits of the experimentd. The filaments propagate with a
stable diameter of 11.8±2.6 mm sFWHMd for at least 3 mm.
When the density of filaments becomes high, interactions
between the filaments cause the whole pattern to become
unstable sit changes drastically from shot to shot even if
input parameters are the samed.
FIG. 2. Beam profile and 2D fast Fourier transform sFFTd be-
fore and after traversing 10 mm of CS2. sad Input beam profile. sbd
Beam profile after traversing 10 mm of CS2. scd and sdd are the 2D
FFT of sad and sbd, respectively. sed and sfd are the input and output
beam profiles for a modulated beam.
FIG. 3. Beam breakup and filamentation as a function of propa-
gation distance sleft to rightd and energy stop to bottomd. E= sad
0.70, sbd 0.86, scd 1.0, and sdd 1.1 mJ. The size of each image is
0.530.5 mm2.
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For an input energy of 0.70 mJ fFig. 3sadg, at a propaga-
tion distance of 5.5 mm the constellation has already formed
but no filaments are observed. As the pulse continues to
propagate filaments start to appear in increasing number
within the constellation. After the filaments reach a minimum
size, conical emissions can be observed as a ring around the
filaments fFigs. 3scd and 3sdd, z=8 mmg. We have also ob-
served spatial splitting and fusion of filaments ssee Sec. Vd.
It is interesting to note that the effects of increasing the en-
ergy or the propagation length are similar. It is possible to
find images across Fig. 3 with different energy and propaga-
tion distance with roughly the same number of filaments, for
example E=0.70 mJ, d=7.2 mm and E=0.86 mJ, d
=6.3 mm. The similarity is due to the fact that increasing the
energy speeds up the self-focusing process that generates the
filaments. This is only expected to hold for some range of
energies and distances. For longer propagation distance we
have observed the number of filaments to reach saturation
and eventually start to decrease.
The Kerr effect sn2d and diffraction alone cannot generate
stable light filaments. Another nonlinearity must act to stop
the self-focusing. The size of the filaments is an indication of
the strength of this nonlinearity. It is known that the addition
of a saturation mechanism in the third-order nonlinearity
such as fifth-order nonlinearity will generate stable filaments
f24g. We have included a negative n4 sfifth-order nonlinear-
ityd in our simulations and seen good agreement between
simulations and experiments.
B. Simulations and discussion
We will first discuss the formation of the constellations.
The dominant spatial frequency of the constellations fthe di-
ameter of the ring in Fig. 2sddg is determined by a nonlinear
phase-matching condition f10g and the input beam profile. As
a way to illustrate the phase-matching condition, assume we
start with a uniform pump beam propagating through a Kerr
medium, with a small fraction of the beam energy being
scattered in all directions. The presence of the nonlinear in-
dex change will cause the strong pump beam to be phase
matched to waves scattered at a specific angle. Assuming the
pump beam remains undepleted, one can derive a simple
relation for the transverse wave vector with the maximum
nonlinear gain f10g
q = k˛2n2I
n0
, s1d
where q is the transverse wave vector, I the intensity of the
beam, n0 the index of refraction of the material, and n2 the
Kerr coefficient.
The phase-matching condition depends on the intensity of
the beam. However, in our experiments the constellations did
not change as the energy was increased. We believe there are
two reasons for this discrepancy. First, in the experiments the
input beam was not entirely smooth. Therefore, a spatial fre-
quency initially dominant in the beam will be amplified the
most and a small change in the gain spectrum sthrough a
small change in the intensityd will not necessarily result in a
different constellation. A similar result was reported by Abbi
et al. f25g who showed that for a small number of filaments,
the position of the filaments at the output was correlated to
weak modulation of an approximately uniform input beam.
The second reason is that the phase-matching condition ex-
ists only when there is a well-defined sundepletedd pump
beam. For higher intensity levels the beam quickly breaks up
and the phase-matching condition no longer holds.
After the constellations are formed, the self-focusing pro-
cess acts locally to break up the constellation lines into self-
trapped light filaments shot spotsd. Filaments form at the lo-
cal maxima of the intensity distribution in the constellation.
The formation and propagation of the filaments is discussed
in detail in the following sections. We now compare the ex-
perimental results with a numerical simulation.
A complete simulation of the spatial and temporal profile
of the nonlinear pulse propagation requires very fine sam-
pling in three spatial dimensions and time. The light propa-
gation is calculated assuming a scalar envelope for the elec-
tric field, which is slowly varying in time and along the
propagation direction z. The evolution of the scalar envelope
is given by the equation
]A
]z
=
i
2kn0
S ]2
]x2
+
]2
]y2DA + iksn2uAu2dA + iksn4uAu4dA
−
jb2
2
]2A
]T2
. s2d
Asx ,y ,z ,Td is the complex envelope of the electric field, k
=2p /l, l=800 nm, n0=1.6, n2=3310−15 cm2/W f23g, n4
=−2310−27 cm4/W2, b2=200 ps2 /km f26g, and T is the
time measured in the reference frame moving at the group
velocity of the pulse. The first term on the right-hand side
accounts for diffraction, the second is Kerr self-focusing
sthird-order nonlinearityd, the third term accounts for the
fifth-order nonlinearity, and the last term accounts for disper-
sion. A linear absorption term was not included because CS2
is highly transparent at 800 nm; no intensity changes were
measured for a propagation distance of 10 mm. Two-photon
absorption has been measured in CS2 with a value of
s4.5±1d310−13 cm/W f27g. We have tried including this
term in the simulation and did not see any significant
changes in the output.
Previous simulations of femtosecond pulse propagation
through different materials have included plasma generation
FIG. 4. The amplitude of the input beam sad was measured and
used as the input of the numerical simulation. There is good agree-
ment between the experimental sbd and simulated scd output beam
profile. The images are 0.530.5 mm2.
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as a mechanism to arrest the collapse of the optical filaments
f17,28–30g. The high intensity of the pulses causes ioniza-
tion of the material and the generated electron plasma con-
tributes a negative index change which balances the positive
index change due to the Kerr effect. In our experiments the
intensity of the filaments is not sufficient to ionize the mate-
rial. To verify this we have calculated, following the Keldysh
method f31,32g, the intensity threshold for breakdown in CS2
to be 231013 W/cm2 sthe ionization energy of CS2 is
10.08 eV f33gd. This calculation method has been previously
compared with experimental results for a wide range of pa-
rameters and it was shown to be accurate within a factor of 2
f34,35g. Using the CCD camera, we have measured the en-
ergy trapped in the filaments to be 0.1±0.04 mJ. For the
measured energy, the measured filament size, and a pulse
duration of 150 fs, the intensity of the filaments is
s5.9±2.4d31011 W/cm2, which is more than 30 times
smaller than the calculated breakdown threshold. This justi-
fies our conclusion that plasma generation does not play a
significant role in the propagation through CS2. It has been
shown that including nonparaxial effects in the simulation
can also prevent the collapse of the filaments f36g. However,
nonparaxiality becomes significant only when the diameter
of the filaments approaches the wavelength and we have
measured a minimum filament diameter of approximately
12 mm, 15 times larger than the wavelength. We have in-
cluded the fifth-order term in the nonlinear polarization sn4d
as the only logical remaining mechanism to balance the self-
focusing and generate stable light filaments. We were not
able to find published measurements of the value of n4, and
therefore we used in the simulations the value that gave us
the best match with experiment.
Instead of calculating the full temporal and spatial evolu-
tion of the light field, we have used a simpler model which
captures the spatial evolution of the beam, where we assume
that the temporal profile of the pulse remains constant:
dA
dz
=
i
2kn0
S ]2
]x2
+
]2
]y2DA + iksn2uAu2dA + iksn4uAu4dA .
s3d
In this case Asx ,y ,zd is a function of the spatial coordinates
only. The fifth-order nonlinearity is introduced to generate
stable light filaments, as observed in the experiments. The
equation is solved using the split-step Fourier method f37g.
In these experiments the changes in the temporal profile of
the pulse do not play a major role in the spatial evolution of
the beam. We have simulated the propagation of a single
filament including the temporal profile and seen that the
pulse duration does not change significantly for the experi-
mental propagation distance ssee Sec. V Bd.
The intensity distribution of the beam before traversing
the nonlinear material was captured using a CCD camera
fFig. 4sadg. The square root of the laser beam profile captured
on the CCD camera was used as the amplitude of the input
light field for the simulation. The phase of the input light was
assumed to be spatially uniform. In the experiment, a pulse
s0.8 mJ, 150 fs, 5 mm FWHMd propagates in CS2 for a dis-
tance of 8 mm. The simulation is run for the same intensity
and propagation length as in the experiment. Figure 4 shows
a comparison of the experimental and numerical results. The
simulated beam also breaks up into constellations and fila-
ments similar to those observed in the experiment. The simu-
lation does not reproduce the experimental results exactly,
i.e., the positions of the filaments are different. This is due to
the lack of phase information of the input beam profile and
possibly due to other nonlinearities not included in the simu-
lation. However, the simulation clearly captures the main
features of the propagation phenomena.
Even though the constellation pattern depends on to the
input beam profile, the formation of a constellation does not
require a specific spatial modulation of the input. It has been
shown theoretically that any amplitude perturbation of the
input light will cause the beam to break up f4g. In order to
demonstrate this and study the dependence of the constella-
tion pattern on the intensity of the input beam, we have
simulated the propagation of a Gaussian beam with random
noise in its amplitude. Spatially random noise is generated
on the computer and superimposed on the amplitude of the
input beam. The standard deviation of the noise pattern is 3%
of the beam amplitude. Figure 5 shows the simulation results
for a beam with an initial intensity of 3.131010 W/cm2 and
a beam diameter of 1.6 mm. After propagating for 6 mm
some weak amplitude modulation is observed as the constel-
lations start to form fFig. 5sbdg. From 6 to 10 mm fFigs. 5scd
and 5sddg more light is focused in the constellations and the
background level is reduced. Only at a propagation distance
of 12 mm fFig. 5sedg do filaments start to appear, as opposed
to 8 mm when the experimental beam profile is used as the
input. This simulation shows that the constellation can grow
out of an input with only random noise. We repeated this
simulation for different values of the input intensity and saw
an increase in the spatial frequency of the constellations with
input beam intensity for intensities below 231010 W/cm2.
In this case the constellations grew out of random noise, so
the dominant spatial frequency was determined only by the
nonlinear phase-matching condition. However, as the power
was increased above this value the beam was rapidly de-
FIG. 5. Numerical simulation of beam propagation. A constellation and filaments are generated from an input beam with random
amplitude noise. The images show the beam profile for propagation distances of 0, 6, 8, 10, and 12 mm.
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pleted, leading to a breakdown of the phase-matching condi-
tion and an earlier transition to the filament formation pro-
cess.
IV. PHASE TRANSITION IN THE RATE
OF FILAMENTATION AS A FUNCTION
OF INPUT ENERGY
Figure 6sad shows a plot of the number of filaments as a
function of input power for a propagation distance of 10 mm.
There are two transition points in the rate of filament forma-
tion. For low energies no filaments are observed. As the en-
ergy increases at some point filaments begin to appear. The
filamentation length depends on both the energy and the
beam profile. A beam with strong modulation will break up
into filaments faster, while a higher intensity will also cause
the beam to break up in a shorter propagation distance. For
the given beam profile, the first transition occurs when the
energy is high enough for filamentation to occur in less than
10 mm.
In the second transition we see a change in the filamen-
tation rate fa change in the slope in Fig. 6sadg when the
input pulse energy reaches 0.5 mJ. We carried out multiple
experiments with different random input profiles. The transi-
tion to a faster filamentation rate was observed in all cases.
The filamentation rate increased by a factor between 2 and 3
and the transition pulse energy was approximately the same
in all cases. The transition happens when most of the fila-
ments have reached their minimum diameter and maximum
intensity. The mean filament size fFig. 6sbdg reaches a mini-
mum diameter of about 12 mm at the transition point, while
the intensity reaches a maximum near the transition fFig.
6scdg. The energy trapped in each filament is 0.1±0.04 mJ.
Figure 6sad also shows the number of conical waves we ob-
served as a function of pulse energy and it clearly shows that
the onset of the conical emissions coincides with the phase
transition in the filamentation rate. We conclude that the
conical emissions are at least partially responsible for the
phase transition. During the first stage of filamentation, most
of the filaments are still focusing. As the input intensity is
increased, filaments release their excess energy through coni-
cal emissions before they can propagate as stable solitary
waves. The radiated conical waves interfere with the back-
ground constellation and seed the generation of new fila-
ments which appear at the intersection of the conical waves
with the constellation sFig. 7d.
FIG. 6. Filament statistics as a function of input pulse energy. sad Number of filaments sfilled circlesd and conical emissions sCEd
ssquaresd. sbd Mean size. scd Mean intensity. A transition in the filamentation rate is observed at 0.5 mJ.
FIG. 7. Conical emission and seeding of new filaments. sad For an input energy of 0.54 mJ a single filament is observed. sbd When the
energy is increased to 0.64 mJ the filament emits conical waves before reaching the output face of the nonlinear material. scd and sdd For
higher pulse energies of 0.74 scd and 0.86 mJ sdd, new filaments are formed at the intersection of the conical waves with constellation.
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V. CONICAL EMISSION, FILAMENT SPATIAL
SPLITTING, AND FUSION
A. Experimental results
Figure 8sad shows an example of conical emission for
four different propagation distances at a fixed pulse energy.
The filament survives and continues to propagate after the
conical emission. The peak intensity is reduced by 30–50 %.
The emission is not a continuous process. From our obser-
vations we estimate the duration of the emission to be less
than 1.5 ps. Multiple conical emission was also observed in
the form of a pair of rings around the filaments.
We have also measured the spectral bandwidth of the fila-
ments before and after the conical emission. The Kerr non-
linearity causes the spectrum of the filaments to broaden as
they traverse the material. We did not observe spectral broad-
ening of the light in the constellation that is not trapped in a
filament. The intensity level of the constellation is not suffi-
ciently high to significantly broaden the spectrum of the
pulse. The collapse leading to conical emission causes a sud-
den change in the spectrum of the filament. We deduced this
by measuring the spectral content of the filaments before and
after conical emissions. Specifically, the filaments were im-
aged onto the CCD camera using a bandpass filter with peak
transmission of 60% at 805 nm and 34 nm FWHM. The
spectrum of the pulses coming out of the laser is approxi-
mately Gaussian, centered at 800 nm, with a FWHM of
7 nm. Before the conical emission, the filter transmits 45%
of the light trapped in the filaments. After the conical emis-
sion, the spectrum of the filament broadens and only 15% of
the light is transmitted by the filter. In contrast, the spectrum
of the conical waves did not broaden and was similar to that
of the filaments before the conical emission. We will offer an
explanation of this phenomenon in the following section.
We have observed interactions between the filaments in
the form of fusion of two filaments fFig. 8sbdg and the split-
ting of a single filament in two fFig. 8scdg. We believe the
fusion is due to an attractive force, which exists if the two
filaments are in phase. We attribute the splitting to filaments
having excess energy and an asymmetric spatial profile. We
have also observed two filaments merging and then immedi-
ately radiating fFig. 8sddg, and filaments splitting into more
than two new filaments.
B. Simulations and discussion
We have numerically calculated the propagation of a
single filament including both the spatial and temporal pro-
file of the pulse. We use a model which assumes the spatial
profile of the filament is circularly symmetric:
]A
]z
=
i
2kn0
1
r
]
]r
Sr]A
]r
D + iksn2uAu2dA + iksn4uAu4dA − jb22 ]
2A
]T2
,
s4d
where Asr ,z ,Td is a function of r ,z, and time and r is mea-
sured from the center of the filament sin cylindrical coordi-
natesd.
We have simulated the propagation of a transform-limited
pulse with a pulse width of 150 fs sFWHMd for a distance of
4 mm. The initial spatial profile is Gaussian with a FWHM
of 30 mm and power P=8Pcr. The input pulse is of the form
Asz = 0,r,Td = ˛I0 expS− r2
w0
2 DsechS TT0D . s5d
The critical power is given by
Pcr =
ps0.61d2l2
8n0n2
= 1.9 3 105 W. s6d
A large input power was necessary to observe the conical
emission. The pulse self-focuses into a filament and emits
conical radiation after propagating for 1.5 mm. The duration
of the pulse does not change significantly during the propa-
gation. The simulation shows that the pulse width at the cen-
ter of the filament varies between 100 and 200 fs over a
propagation distance of 4 mm, while the spatially averaged
pulse width increases monotonically from 150 to 190 fs. The
FIG. 8. Behavior of individual filaments. sad
Experimental observation of conical emission. sbd
Fusion of two filaments. scd Splitting. sdd Fusion
followed by conical emission. The step in propa-
gation distance is 0.50 mm for sad and 0.25 mm
for sbd, scd, and sdd.
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spectrum of the pulse, however, is observed to broaden sig-
nificantly. The spectral bandwidth of the filament sthe central
part of the beamd increases from 2 to 10 THz after 2 mm
sright after the conical emissiond and to 15 THz after propa-
gating for a total distance of 4 mm. The spectral bandwitdth
of the conical emission does not broaden and remains similar
to the initial filament spectrum, in agreement with the experi-
mental results obtained with the bandpass filter. The ob-
served conical emission was, however, weaker than that ob-
served experimentally. We believe this difference can be
accounted for by the presence of the constellation and back-
ground light around the filaments. The fact that the temporal
profile of the pulse does not change significantly allows us to
study the conical emission in more detail ignoring spectral
broadening and dispersion using the beam propagation
model to numerically evaluate Eq. s3d.
Before the filaments reach a steady state, the focusing is
stronger for the central sbrighterd part of the filament. As the
filament nears its minimum radius, the outer part of the light
distribution cannot keep up with the focusing and starts to
diffract. We believe this is the mechanism that generates the
observed conical emission rather than modulation instability.
This explanation is consistent with the observed spectral
composition of the beam following a conical emission. The
outer part of the beam was less intense since it was not
tightly focused and the spectrum was not broadened.
We have also observed in our numerical simulations an
increase in the strength of the conical emission in the pres-
ence of background light. When the filament is surrounded
by a uniform light distribution, the conical emission is am-
plified and multiple rings can be observed. We attribute this
to the filaments taking in energy from the background during
the self-focusing stages. This increases the amount of energy
in the tails of the filament spatial distribution, which is then
released through the conical emission. If the filament con-
tains enough energy multiple rings can be generated from
different parts of the spatial profile.
Simulations for a single filament show a periodic refocus-
ing ssoliton breathing f38gd. We have numerically solved Eq.
s3d to simulate the periodic focusing of a single filament
sFig. 9d. The input beam has a Gaussian spatial profile with a
64 mm diameter and power equal to five times the critical
power. Figure 9 shows the filament reaching a minimum
size, defocusing, and then focusing again. We did not ob-
serve this breathing behavior experimentally. In order to ex-
plain this we carried out a simulation in which the filament is
surrounded by a constellation. As the input to the simulation
we used a uniform beam with an intensity of 3
31010 W/cm2 and 3% random amplitude noise. The noise is
added to induce the beam to break up into a constellation. A
Gaussian peak with a diameter of 64 mm and an intensity
10% higher than the background was added to induce the
formation of a filament at the center. Figure 10 shows the
output beam profile for propagation distances from
7.5 to 11 mm. A filament appears at the center after 8 mm
fFig. 10sbdg surrounded by a constellation. The filament then
emits conical waves which interfere with the constellation to
seed new filaments fFigs. 10scd–10sedg. Finally the original
filament fuses with one of the new filaments fFigs.
10sdd–10shdg. In this case the periodic refocusing is not ob-
served since the presence of the constellation breaks the
symmetry. The breathing behavior can be thought of as a
FIG. 9. Simulation for the propagation of a single filament over 10 mm. The intensity of the filament is plotted as a function of radius
svertical scaled and propagation distance shorizontal scaled. The filament is observed to periodically re-focus.
FIG. 10. Simulated filament
propagation in the presence of a
noisy background. sad–scd The
filament focuses and emits conical
waves. sdd and sed The conical
waves seed the formation of new
filaments on the constellation. sfd–
shd The original filament is at-
tracted and fuses with a new fila-
ment. The propagation distance
from sad through shd is from
7.5 to 11 mm in steps of 0.5 mm.
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periodic failed attempt at a conical emission. The presence of
the background constellation modifies this behavior when the
emitted light constructively interferes with the constellation
and induces the generation of new filaments. The new fila-
ments also affect the propagation of the original filament.
VI. SUMMARY
We have studied in detail the filamentation process in CS2
and we have identified a number of interesting behaviors.
The formation of a constellation precedes the filamentation
stage. We have observed a unique form of conical emission
which appears to be the dominant mechanism for filaments
with excess energy to relax to their steady-state level. We
have also observed a phase transition in the filamentation
rate at the onset of conical emission from the filaments. We
attribute the change in the filamentation rate to interactions
between the constellation and the conical emissions. The
spectral bandwidth of the filaments was observed to increase
after conical emission, while the spectrum of the conical
waves did not broaden. Finally we observed fusing and split-
ting of filaments both experimentally and numerically.
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Erratum: Dynamics of filament formation in a Kerr medium
[Phys Rev. A 71, 063811 (2005)]
Martin Centurion, Ye Pu, Mankei Tsang, and Demetri Psaltis
Received 29 October 2006; published 18 December 2006
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.74.069902 PACS numbers: 42.65.Jx, 42.65.Tg, 89.75.Kd, 99.10.Cd
We have found an error in this paper. In our calculation of the intensity threshold for breakdown in CS2 we erroneously used
the ionization energy of molecular CS2 10.08 eV. The correct value should be 3.3 eV 1, the band gap energy of liquid CS2.
Using the band gap energy, nonlinear absorption will be a three-photon process, and the calculated breakdown threshold
becomes 8.51011 W/cm2 as opposed to the value of 21013 W/cm2 reported previously. Multiphoton absorption and
plasma defocusing could then become significant for the intensity of the filaments, Ifil= 5.9±2.41011 W/cm2, that was
measured experimentally.
In order to test our conclusion that a model including a fifth order nonlinearity is the best fit to the experimental data, we
have numerically simulated the pulse propagation in CS2 both with and without fifth order nonlinearity n4 and plasma effects.
The numerical model is the same in this paper with the addition of plasma effects negative index change and multiphoton
absorption. The parameters for the plasma effects were calculated according to the method described in Ref. 2. The
numerical results show that for the case of only plasma effects with n4=0 a filament forms with an intensity of 3
1012 W/cm2, well above the experimental value. For both cases including n4 with and without plasma effects the intensity
peaks at about 1012 W/cm2, and the inclusion of plasma effects results in a loss of 15% after 4 mm of propagation. It should
be noted that while the losses due to multiphoton absorption can be significant, they are not essential for filament formation.
In addition, the simulation with only plasma effects resulted in very high plasma density 1019 cm−3 which was not
observed experimentally 3.
In conclusion, our numerical results show that the effect of plasma alone cannot reproduce the experimental results, while
including a fifth order nonlinearity with or without plasma generates good agreement with the experiments. The main
conclusion of the numerical section of the original paper then remains unchanged in that the fifth order nonlinearity provides
good agreement with the experiment while plasma effects alone do not.
1 A. Brodeur et al., J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 16, 637 1999.
2 P. K. Kennedy, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. 31, 2241 1995.
3 M. Centurion, Y. Pu, and D. Psaltis, J. Appl. Phys. 100, 063104 2006.
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